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• Answer all questions

Essays (about 300 words) (2x10=20) 

1. If you could change one thing about the world.

2. How money matters to you.

Answer the following (2x5 =10) 

3. What is the importance of holistic nursing care?

4. Write a letter to your cousin to lend her camera during your college tour.

Do as directed (4x5=20) 

5. How does one translate the anecdotal record into grades?

6. Construct a conversation between a patient and the receptionist at a hospital

7. Punctuate the following :-

as ceasar loved me i wept for him as he was fortunate i rejoice at it as he was valiant i

honour him bet as he was ambitions i slew him

8. Construct a short story

Heavy rains in village ____ flooded streets _____ over flowing drainage ___ lack of

fresh water & medical supplies ___ young man ventures out ___ gone to nearby town

___ fetches help___ relief quickly reaches all___ rains recede __ everyone proud of

the youth _____ thank the relief agencies.

Short notes (5x3=15) 

9. Why is it necessary to report on health problems

10. Give the meaning of the words in pair & make your own sentences

• Ear – year • Eye – I • Altar – Alter

11. What are the characteristics of electronic discharge summaries?

12. What is the difference between never mind and nevermind.

13. Exhibit a short notice regarding cleanliness to be maintained in the hospital premises.

P.T.O 



Do as directed (5x1=5) 

14. As long as rain ____ (to continue) I stayed at home and waited for my friend till he 

____ (to come). (Choose the correct tense form)

15. The dog caught the stick (Change the voice)

16. He was poor ____ he was honest (use a joining word)

17. They drove ____ Mumbai ____ Pune (use appropriate Preposition)

18. I wish you ___ tell me earlier (Add suitable modal auxiliary)

Correct the following sentences (5x1=5) 

19. Time and tide wait for none.

20. Bread and butter are her only food.

21. Sanskrit as well as Arabic were taught here.

22. Every man must bear their own burden.

23. The news have travelled all over.
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